Objective In this paper, we develop a dynamic functional network connectivity (FNC) analysis approach using correlations between windowed time-courses of different brain networks (components) estimated via spatial independent component analysis (sICA). We apply the developed method to fMRI data to evaluate it and to study task-modulation of functional connections.
data from schizophrenia patients (SP) and healthy controls (HC). Analyses on the fMRI data include: (a) group sICA to determine regions of significant task-related activity, (b) static and dynamic FNC analysis among these networks by using maximal lagged-correlation and time-frequency analysis, and (c) HC-SP group differences in functional network connections and in task-modulation of these connections. Results This new approach enables an assessment of taskmodulation of connectivity and identifies meaningful intercomponent linkages and differences between the two study groups during performance of an auditory oddball task (AOT). The static FNC results revealed that connectivities involving medial visual-frontal, medial temporal-medial visual, parietal-medial temporal, parietal-medial visual and medial temporal-anterior temporal were significantly greater in HC, whereas only the right lateral fronto-parietal (RLFP)-orbitofrontal connection was significantly greater in SP. The dynamic FNC revealed that task-modulation of motorfrontal, RLFP-medial temporal and posterior default mode (pDM)-parietal connections were significantly greater in SP, and task modulation of orbitofrontal-pDM and medial temporal-frontal connections were significantly greater in HC (all P < 0.05). Conclusion The task-modulation of dynamic FNC provided findings and differences between the two groups that are consistent with the existing hypothesis that schizophrenia patients show less segregated motor, sensory, cognitive functions and less segregated default mode network activity when engaged with a task. Dynamic FNC, based on sICA, provided additional results which are different than, but complementary to, those of static FNC. For example, it revealed dynamic changes in default mode network connectivities with other regions which were significantly different in schizophrenia in terms of task-modulation, findings which were not possible to discover by static FNC.
Introduction
Both functional connectivity (FC) analysis, which studies the interaction between individual brain voxels based on seedvoxels [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and functional network connectivity (FNC) analysis, which studies the interaction between different spatially segregated but temporally coherent brain networks (such as those obtained by spatially independent components analysis (sICA)), have been recently attracting increasing interest [6] [7] [8] . FNC has been applied to reveal differences between brain networks in the healthy and diseased brain. For example, changes in functional network connectivity in schizophrenia, a condition that is known to disrupt cognitive functions, were demonstrated using a maximal lagged correlation approach e.g. [6] . FNC differs from FC analysis in the sense that rather than using voxel-based signals, FNC requires that the functionally segregated brain networks, or clusters of brain regions that have similar function, are estimated. These networks are then assumed to be integrated functionally and this "integration", or "functional connectivity", is further studied by FNC analysis. There are different ways of clustering the brain regions, such as using predefined structural regions from a common atlas or template [9] , fuzzy clustering [10, 11] , temporal clustering (i.e. clustering based on the time-courses) [12] , spatio-temporal clustering [13] in either temporal or spectral domain, eigenimage analysis or principal component analysis (PCA) [14] , canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [15] and independent component analysis (ICA) [16] . These techniques have not yet been used jointly to estimate the relevant networks and to assess the functional connectivity among them, although potentially they could be extended to accomplish this. Some FNC studies further deal with the question of "effective connectivity", or the influence of one network system on another. Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis [17] , structural equation modeling (SEM) [18] , path and graph analysis [19] , dynamic causal modeling (DCM) [20] , or Bayesian modeling [21] try to assess effective FNC. Most of these approaches deal with effective connectivity of a few voxels of interest, rather then clustered networks.
In this paper we focus on the use of ICA to separate data into segregated sources or networks. ICA is a technique that decomposes the data into statistically independent components. It has previously been applied to solve the "blind source separation problem" or "cocktail party problem" in telecommunications, where a mixture of signals from microphones at distinct spatial locations is separated into the original source signals. In ICA, data is viewed as a 2-D spatio-temporal matrix. After the 4-D fMRI data are flattened into a 2-D spatio-temporal matrix, they can be separated into either spatially or temporally independent components. Specifically, the application of spatial independent component analysis (sICA) to fMRI data has been used in order to identify spatially distinct and temporally coherent components of brain activity [16] . It has gained particular attention since it is data-driven, i.e., it does not require any assumptions about the shape of the fMRI time-courses. ICA typically assumes that the sources are non-Gaussian (or, at most one Gaussian component exists, which is noise) and the data are linearly mixed. The independence (spatially) of the components/networks can be obtained by minimizing the mutual information of sources, or by maximizing the negentropy [22] . When ICA is applied in conjunction with a specific task, it provides a measure of both functional connectivity and task-relatedness. This allows for the identification of brain networks, as well as the ability to test for which of these networks are affected by specific mental illness, such as schizophrenia [23] [24] [25] . The spatial components that group sICA finds are common to all subjects and the spatial extents of the components do not change temporally. Thus, the networks in this work are assumed to be spatially static during the experiment. Spatial ICA can also be performed in a dynamic manner by windowing the fMRI data [26] , and it can be combined with dynamic FNC analysis. However, in that case, matching the spatially changing networks is a significant challenge.
Application of ICA to a subject group's fMRI data individually involves the challenge of "component matching", or matching the subjects' components post-ICA. This can be addressed by various techniques, one of which is the "group ICA" [23, 25] . In group ICA, specifically in group sICA, the subjects' fMRI data are spatially normalized to a common template such as MNI, flattened to a 2-D matrix (time-byvoxels) and concatenated temporally. ICA is usually applied following PCA at individual and group levels in order to reduce dimensionality so that the computational burden is mitigated.
Application of ICA techniques to study brain functioning has provided useful results. For example, ICA-based functional connectivity analysis has been used to predict human behavior such as future errors [27] . ICA has also proved useful for studying how certain mental illnesses alter brain function. For example, sICA approaches have shown that multiple networks in the brain modulate in both the temporal and spatial domains during cognitive tasks and that these modulations differ between healthy controls and schizophrenia patients [8, 28] .
The FNC method developed in this work is generally applicable to any data in which temporal relationships between spatial networks are of interest; here we apply it to an fMRI data set of healthy controls and patients with schizophrenia during performance of an auditory oddball task [29] [30] [31] . Schizophrenia is a relatively common brain disorder affecting about 1% of the world population [32] . Schizophrenia mainly affects cognition and it is characterized by one or more of the following symptoms used to make the diagnosis: delusion, hallucinations, disorganized speech or thought, perceptual disturbances, apathy, avolition, alogia [33] . It has been demonstrated that schizophrenia alters sensorimotor function [34] . A major hypothesis for the pathophysiology of schizophrenia is the 'disconnection hypothesis', which states that schizophrenia may be due to disrupted functional brain connectivity [35] . With advances in functional neuroimaging techniques and development of functional connectivity analysis methods [23, 36, 37] , such connectivity differences in schizophrenia have been demonstrated [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . Some of these studies suggest that the brain function in schizophrenia differs from healthy brain function even for sensorimotor functions, although this may result partially from medication effects [46] .
Functional network connectivity analysis in schizophrenia might reveal functional relationships between networks and modulation/inhibition among these networks. Dynamic FNC analysis could add to this approach by revealing how a particular task engaged by the brain affects (modulates/inhibits) these functional relationships among networks. Overall, FNC and dynamic FNC can contribute to the understanding of functional characteristics of schizophrenia, which likely disrupts not only functions of segregated brain networks, but also functional connectivity between them.
Functional network connectivity of the brain is likely dynamic (i.e. involves temporally changing characteristics); thus, methods to capture the dynamics of FNC have been developed. Some of the previous studies which have studied effective connectivity have been able to model and capture the effect of another network(s) on the connectivity between any two networks, and they have estimated interaction parameters that could provide a measure to reveal the networks that are effecting or modulating this interaction. For example, Buchel and Friston [47] studied network-modulation of connectivity. After finding the dynamic effective connectivity between two networks defined by two spatial ROIs, they compared this dynamic effective connectivity with the fMRI data of all voxels using correlation, finding voxels which were highly correlated with connectivity, i.e., they identified other networks that modulate the connectivity between the two predefined networks. Factors other than the networks themselves are included in some of these models, such as the task engaged in by the subject during the experiment. Since this "external" task is a controllable factor or input, the "task-modulation" of functional network connectivity can be studied in order to understand the dynamics of FNC under task conditions and to study how those dynamics differ between different population groups.
The objective of this paper is first to develop a new method to assess the dynamics of sICA-based functional networks as affected by an external task, and then to apply it in order to study differences between two populations. Once the spatially independent components/networks and their corresponding time-courses are identified, a time-windowed analysis is applied to the selected networks' time-courses to study the connectivity between selected networks in a dynamic manner. We study whether a connection exists between networks, how the connection changes over the course of the experiment, whether it is task-related and whether the changes differ between the two groups. To the best of our knowledge, this study (and prior preliminary work [48, 49] ) is the first known application of ICA to study functional network connectivity in a dynamic manner and to apply it to schizophrenia. In addition, we make a theoretical assessment of window size for dynamic connectivity, provide a simulation of it and, for its application, describe our fMRI imaging and data-collection protocol, provide details on the preprocessing and statistical analysis of the data, present results and discuss the implications of our findings.
Materials and methods
The functional networks utilized in this paper were estimated by group spatial ICA. The terms "spatially independent components", "ICs", "components" are the same in this work and they will be used interchangeably throughout the paper. The term "networks" will be used interchangeably with the 'components/ICs of interest', which refer to functionally-related brain regions which show correlated fluctuations, not artifacts. We apply group sICA, and the networks identified are spatially the same for all subjects. These networks are "temporally-coherent", i.e., the voxels within a particular network have similar temporal behavior, or BOLD fMRI time-course. Each network has an associated time-course and, for any particular network, all subjects have different time-courses. Details of group sICA can be found in Calhoun et al. [23] . In this work, functional network connectivity (FNC) of two networks means cross-correlation coefficient (cc) between the time-courses representing those networks. Static FNC refers to a single cc for a network pair, calculated by using the whole time-course available. Dynamic FNC refers to multiple ccs which are calculated by applying a sliding-window on the time-courses and repeating the cc calculations, thereby obtaining multiple ccs which correspond to different windows and hence different temporal portions of data.
Setting the window size for dynamic FNC It is important to evaluate the impact of different settings for the window used in the dynamic FNC approach. The optimal window (its size, shape, etc.) depends on the brain's hemodynamic response, which is determined by neurochemical activity and physiological parameters of the cerebrovascular system. The window size is defined as the duration of the window, in seconds. The optimal window size depends on the temporal resolution of the fMRI scanning system, the probe task as well as cerebral functional connectivity, task-modulation speed and other internal (physiological) and external (technical) factors. As a first attempt to determine the optimal window size, we performed the simulation experiment presented below.
In studying effects of windowing on "connectivity" between sinusoidal signals and their frequency content, let us consider two realizations of single-band sinusodial signals of frequency f (with two realizations of zero-mean unit-variance random white noise superimposed),
(
If we multiply these signals and integrate them over a period over T , the window size, then the time-windowed expectation of the result, denoted by expectation operator E [.] , is
The above result was obtained by integrating from t = 0 to T and by omitting common multiplication constants, without loss of generality, and by using the facts that E[
The function in Eq. 2 is basically a time-windowed measure of correlation between the two signals, with window size being equal to T. Realizations of Eq. 2 are plotted in Fig. 6 for three single-band sinusoids with different frequencies. Three results can be observed from the plot and can be theoretically verified:
(R1) the function has a first (non-zero) saddle-point at T = 0.5/ f , (R2) value of the function at the first saddle-point is π/2 and it is independent of frequency, f, (R3) the higher the frequency, f, the greater the function's value, Given that one should select a small window size for dynamic analysis, it is reasonable to select a window size which is close to the saddle point of the lowest frequency component present in the BOLD signal. For example, for the sinusoid with f = 0.006 Hz, selection of 95% of the saddle-point value, π/2, would correspond to a window size of approximately T = 64 s. As expected, the lowest interesting frequency component present in our signal sets the upper limit on window size and is usually determined by the lower cutoff of the temporal filter applied to the signal during preprocessing in fMRI. Similarly, the highest interesting frequency component, which represents the fastest changes of interest in signal, determines the lower limit on the window size. One can then set a percentage value (e.g. 95%) and that would dictate the window size in a dynamic correlation analysis. One can select window sizes greater than this value, but this value sets a guidance maximum value. Selection of window size that corresponds to the lower limit of frequency content of signal seems to be optimal; however, one can choose to be more conservative. If the chosen window size is too long, fast changes can no longer be modeled. For example, a conservative selection could be 150% of this value, but 200% seems to be too long, based on our simulations (not shown here).
Simulation
Based on the theoretical assessment in the previous section, we selected three zero-mean unit variance sinusoid signals that correspond to frequencies f 1 = 0.006 Hz, f 2 = 0.012 Hz and f 3 = 0.018 Hz and we constructed a fourth signal that was a temporally piece-wise combination of these three. Then, zero-mean Gaussian random noise with 0.25 standard deviation was added to the signals. Cross-correlation values between signal pairs were calculated (static correlation). 28 different random noisy realizations of this were generated (corresponding to number of subjects per group, 28, in our fMRI study) and the results were averaged. For dynamic connection analysis simulations, signals were windowed with a sliding-window size of 64 s. As a result, for each signal pair, dynamic correlation values (per every sliding-window), averaged over 28 realizations, were obtained.
The simulation results are presented in Fig. 1 . Simulation results based on sinusodial signals with different frequencies are presented in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 1 , it can be observed that the window number 0.5/ f i , i = 1, 2, 3, corresponds to window size that has the first (non-zero) saddle-point of the function. The saddle-points, therefore, provide guidance for setting the "optimal" window size in dynamic correlation analysis. Four sinusoidal signals, with different frequencies, are presented in Fig. 2a . The first three signals have three distinct frequencies and therefore they are expected to have low crosscorrelation. However, signal 4 is constructed by combining the three sinusoids in a time-multiplexed manner (i.e. the first 1/3rd of the period is equal to the first signal, the middle 1/3rd of the period is equal to the second signal and so on), and therefore signal 4 is expected to have some degree of correlation with the other signals at different times. Static and dynamic correlation results among the 6 pairs, with window size of 64 s, are presented in Fig. 2b . Cross correlation values between these noisy signal pairs, repeated and averaged over 28 realizations, are calculated and presented (static correlation coefficient (cc), labeled 'static cc' in each of the 6 plots). Signal pairs 1-4, 2-4 and 3-4 all have significant static correlation of ∼0.33(P = 3 × 10 −12 , n = 498), while the rest of the pairs have correlations near zero. Thus, although signal 1 and signal 4 are related only for 1/3rd of the total signal duration, the use of static correlation values between them would lead to the conclusion that the two signals are correlated, which would imply functional connection.
The dynamic correlation plots provide a more detailed story on connectivity. For dynamic connection analysis simulations, signals were windowed with a sliding-window size of 64. As a result, for each signal pair, dynamic correlation values (per every sliding-window), averaged over 28 noisy realizations, were obtained. As can be seen in the dynamic cc plot for pair 1-4 in Fig. 2b , the dynamic correlation values are quite high (between 0.76 and 0.96) for the first 1/3rd of the windows (between 48 and 272 s) and lower for the rest of the windows with occasional high peaks. Similar conclusions can be drawn for pair 2-4 and pair 3-4; the distinction of time period where the pair is correlated gets better for pair 2-4 and is the best for pair 3-4, since the frequency content increases and it is easier to single out the time period where there is very good connectivity (middle 1/3rd of the windows for pair 2-4 and last 1/3rd of the windows for pair [3] [4] . Overall, the simulations show us that the dynamic correlation analysis provides us with a measure of the temporal evolution of the correlation value, hence the temporal evolution of functional connectivity.
Application to fMRI data

Participants
Participants consisted of 28 right-handed chronic schizophrenia patients (SP) and 28 healthy controls (HC). SP were outpatients referred by Hartford Hospital physicians. HC were recruited from the local community through newspaper advertisements, pamphlets, and postings. All of the participants gave written, informed consent to the study, which was approved by the Internal Review Board of Harford Hospital. Any participants with mental retardation (full scale IQ < 70), visual and auditory impairment, or traumatic brain injury with loss of consciousness greater than 15 min, were excluded from the study. HC participants with any medical, neurological, or psychiatric illnesses such as DSM-IV TR Axis I disorder or psychiatric/psychotropic medication were excluded. Participants with history of substance abuse or substance dependence in the past 6 months were also excluded. Candidates were screened by a urine toxicology test on the day of scanning and those with positive results excluded. Prior to scan, all participants were asked to practice the oddball task; those who could not were also excluded. Schizophrenia was diagnosed using DSM-IV TR criteria on the basis of a clinical SCID interview [50] and review of medical file. Mean ± standard deviation (SD) age at the time the scan was 28.8 ± 10.7 for HC (19 males, 9 females) and 36.4 ± 12.4 for SP (23 males, 5 females).
Experimental design and task
All participants were scanned during both an auditory oddball task and while resting, eyes open visually fixating on a cross. The auditory oddball task (AOT) consisted of detecting an infrequent sound within a series of regular and different sounds [30, 51] . The task consisted of two runs of auditory stimulus presented to each participant by a computer stimulus presentation system (VAPP) via insert earphones embedded within 30-dB sound attenuating MR compatible headphones. The standard stimulus was a 500-Hz tone, the target stimulus was a 1,000-Hz tone, and the novel stimuli consisted of nonrepeating random digital noises (e.g., tone sweeps, whistles). The target and novel stimuli each occurred with a probability of 0.10 and the standard stimuli occurred with a probability of 0.80. The stimulus duration was 200 ms with a 1,000, 1,500, or 2,000 ms interstimulus interval. All stimuli were presented at 80-dB above the standard threshold of hearing. All participants reported that they could hear the stimuli and discriminate them from the background scanner noise. Prior to entry into the scanning room, each participant performed a practice block of 10 trials to ensure understanding of the instructions. The participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible with their right index finger every time they heard the target stimulus and not to respond to the nontarget stimuli or the novel stimuli. An MRI compatible fiber-optic response device (Lightwave Medical, Vancouver, BC) was used to acquire behavioral responses for both tasks. A detailed description of the AOT stimulus paradigm, the data acquisition techniques and previously found stimulus-related activation can be found in relevant work by Kiehl et al. [30, 51, 52] . A sample auditory oddball task paradigm is presented in Fig. 3 . Two runs of the experiment were performed, and each run lasted 6.5 min.
Participants also performed a 5-min resting state scan (REST) for complete data-collection. Participants were instructed to rest quietly without falling asleep with their eyes open (eyes were open to avoid the possibility that participants would fall asleep). The results based on the resting-state data analysis are not included in this paper and they are the subject of a separate study.
Imaging system and parameters
A Siemens Allegra 3T MR system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with 40 mT/m gradients and a standard quadrature head coil was used for data collection. Scans were acquired at the Olin Neuropsychiatry Research Center at the Institute of Living/Hartford Hospital. Functional scan parameters were as follows: Gradient-echo echo-planar-imaging in the transaxial plane, repetition time (TR) = 1.50 s, echo time (TE) = 27 ms, flip angle = 70 • , field of view = 24 cm, acquisition matrix = 64×64, voxel size = 3.75×3.75×4 mm 3 , slice thickness/gap = 4 mm/1 mm, number of slices = 29, ascending acquisition. The scan started automatically by a trigger from the task paradigm controller. The task fMRI data had 249 volumes in each run after discarding the 6 initial scans for longitudinal equilibrium. There were two back-to-back, separate runs for the task, and the data from the two runs were concatenated, resulting in 498 volumes.
Data preprocessing
The standard preprocessing steps (realignment/motioncorrection and normalization) were performed via the MATLAB-based (http://www.mathworks.com) SPM5 package (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5). For motion correction, the INRIalign algorithm was used [53] .
Group spatial ICA
Group ICA of fMRI Toolbox (GIFT, http://icatb.sourceforge. net) was used to compute spatially independent components (ICs) [23] . Group sICA steps are summarized in Fig. 4 .
Principal component analysis (PCA)-based compression was used in the temporal domain before the ICA on the subject data and also on the temporally concatenated group data. The number of ICs in group ICA was estimated to be C = 19 by using the modified minimum description length criteria [54] . Group ICA was then performed using the Infomax algorithm [22] . After spatial reconstruction and visual inspection of the 19 components, C = 10 components-of-interest were selected for the FNC study.
Static and dynamic FNC analysis
Static FNC analyses were performed using the FNC Toolbox developed by Calhoun et al. (http://mialab.mrn.org/software) based on the maximal lagged correlation approach [6] . For each subject, the 10 time-series associated with the selected ICs/networks were band-pass filtered between 0.013 and 0.133 Hz, upsampled (12x) for accurate lag estimation, and normalized to zero-mean unit-variance. These time-series for each subject were then paired to obtain (C , 2) = 45 combinations. The lag estimation and maximal lagged correlation values were then computed by using the maximal lag correlation approach [6] . The correlation values obtained by using the whole time-courses were noted as a measure of static functional connectivity between the networks. Then, the group difference for these connections was tested by using t-test with a P-value threshold of 0.01. A summary of the steps involved in static FNC is provided in Fig. 5 . Fig. 4 Summary of preprocessing and group spatial ICA steps. After each subject's fMRI data are motion-corrected and spatially normalized to a common template, thus their voxels are aligned. The normalized data are flattened to a T-by-V matrix, where T is number of time-points and V is number of voxels. After normalization, H number of subjects for group 1 and P number of subjects for group 2 are temporally concatenated and the resulting (H + P)T -by-V matrix X is fed into group sICA algorithm. Group sICA finds C number of maximally independent (spatially) components. Each component's spatial extent is described by C rows of the matrix S as a result of sICA. Each component has an associated time-course, for each subject (C columns of matrix A). X = AS Fig. 5 Summary of steps involved in static FNC. Out of C components, a subset C' components of interest are selected. Each of these components' associated time-courses are then paired and maximal lagged correlation is calculated, resulting in C'-by-C' static connectivity matrix for each subject. Then group statistics of the connectivity matrix, such as mean and standard deviation, are computed and significance and group difference significance of the connectivity matrix is tested based on these group statistics For the dynamic FNC analysis, the lags were first accounted for by offsetting for the existing lags between each time-course pair. Each time-course had 498 samples (timepoints), which corresponds to a duration of 747 s (recall that TR = 1.5 s). Using time-windows of length 96 s (i.e. 64 time-points) with window step size of 3 s (i.e. 2 time-points) resulted in W = 498/2 − 64/2 + 1 = 218 windows. Window step size is the duration of the temporal shift between each window as the windows are shifted forward in time at each step. The window size was conservatively chosen to correspond to 0.75/ f, 150% of the minimal limit set by the simulation, where f = 0.013 Hz corresponds to the lowest frequency component of the time-courses. For each time-window, the correlation values were calculated for each subject, for each pair. For computational purposes, pre-offsetting for lags was calculated once for the timecourse pair, rather than calculating it for all 218 time-windowed time-course pairs. The pre-offsetting allowed a more stable calculation of lags since the whole time-course was used. It also decreased the computation time to within reasonable levels (∼218 times less computation time). As a result, for each of the n 1 + n 2 = 56 subjects and for each of the 45 time-course pairs, 218 correlation values were obtained, which provided a measure of dynamics of functional connec- is calculated, resulting in W number of (dynamic) C'-by-C' connectivity matrices for each subject. Then group statistics of connectivity matrices, such as mean and standard deviation, are computed and significance and group difference significance of the connectivity matrices are tested based on the group statistics tivity of the selected networks. For each group, the mean and standard deviation of these 218 correlation values were computed (n 1 = n 2 = number of subjects = 28). Two-sampled t-test for group difference in correlation values for each of the 218 windows was applied and significance of the group difference was assessed by studying the resulting P-values. Since the resulting P-values also change over time for each of the windows, this provided an assessment of the dynamics of significance of the group difference in connectivity over the course of the experiment. A summary of the steps involved in dynamic FNC steps is provided in Fig. 6 .
Task modulation of dynamic FNC
In addition to studying dynamic correlation, relationship of dynamic correlation values with the task, i.e., the measure of task-modulation, was also studied. First, a 'task-load function' was generated by computing the time-windowed integral of the HRF-convolved event-related task paradigm. The task-load function provides a measure of how much the subject was engaged with the task within the computation window. By correlating the dynamic correlation values with the task-load function, the relationship between the evolution of connectivity with the task was studied, which basically tries to answer the question "is the connection between the network pair being modulated by the task?"
Whether the task-modulation (of connectivity) differed significantly for the two groups, for each of the network pairs, was also investigated. To do this, R 2 value of the fitting of the task-load function to the dynamic correlation coefficients between all IC pairs, was calculated. A summary of taskmodulation of dynamic FNC analysis steps is presented in Fig. 7 .
The dynamic FNC analysis was basically a repeat of the static FNC analysis, except that the inputs to dynamic FNC were time-windowed, short, component time-courses representing many different periods during the experiment, rather than whole component time-courses that encompassed the whole period of the experiment. Dynamic FNC results were used to assess task-modulation by measuring their correlations with the task-load function obtained from the empirical hemodynamic response function. An overall summary of static and dynamic FNC analysis steps is presented in Fig. 8 .
Bootstrapping
Bootstrapping was applied to the network pairs that showed significant group difference (P < 0.05) in order to investigate the robustness of results. Twenty subjects from each group were randomly selected and the task-modulation of dynamic FNC was applied by using these SP and HC subgroups. The P-value of group difference in task-modulation was calculated. This was repeated 1,000 times, each time by selecting 20 subjects randomly in each group. For each pair, percentage of the time for which P < 0.05, or the frequency of occurrence of significant difference, was calculated. Bootstrapping was also applied to the static FNC analysis and the percentage of occurrence for the significance in connections was calculated (again, 20 random subjects per subgroup, 1,000 random repetitions).
Time-frequency analysis of dynamic FNC
The dynamic time-frequency representation (TFR) of the connectivity difference between groups was also studied. For Fig. 7 Summary of task-modulation analysis with dynamic FNC. For each subject, a particular element {i,j}s of dynamic C'-by-C' connectivity matrix has W values which corresponds to dynamic correlation coefficient (cc) of the component pair i-j. The dynamic cc for every component pair is correlated with the task-load function and the result is C'-by-C' matrix of 'task-modulation' for each subject. Group statistics (mean and standard deviation) are calculated and significantly task-modulated pairs, or FNCs, in each group and pairs with significant group difference in task-modulation are calculated based on these statistics. The task-load function is obtained by convolving the task onsets with a hemodynamic response function, and then by averaging using the sliding window Fig. 8 Summary of overall analysis steps. Dynamic FNC analysis is basically a repeated version of static FNC analysis except that the input to dynamic FNC are time-windowed, short, component time-courses that belong to many different periods during the experiment rather than whole component time-courses that belong to whole period of the experiment. Dynamic FNC results can then be used to assess task-modulation, by using the task-load function. The task-load function is obtained by convolving the task onsets with a hemodynamic response function, and then by averaging using the same sliding window all subjects, the IC time-courses were paired and then the difference signal for the pair was obtained by subtracting one time-course from another (after the standard preprocessing of normalizing them to zero mean and unit variance and after shifting by the amount of the time lag that provides the maximal cross-correlation for a pair). The same window in dynamic FNC analysis was applied to the difference signal, and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the windowed difference signal was computed. An FFT for each window was obtained for each window. The result is a time-frequency surface for the pair's difference signal showing the dynamic evolution of the frequency content of the difference, which is called the TFR. TFRs of the subjects within each group were averaged for both groups, and the TFR difference of the two groups was obtained by subtracting the SP group's average TFR from the HC group's average. This was performed for all IC pairs. The areas in the TFR difference which are significant were calculated by t-test and were delineated by contours. The results for the pairs of interest are presented. The frequency scale of the plots are clipped between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz. The results are interpreted and they are compared with those of the dynamic FNC analysis.
Results
Ten selected ICA components are presented in HC-SP static FNC group difference results are presented in Fig. 10 . The HC group has significantly greater (P < 0.01) 1mV-F connection, mT-mV connection, P-mT connection, P-mV connection and mT -aT connection. Only the RLFP-OF connection was significantly greater in SP (P < 0.01, arrow not shown). These differences were also vali- dated by applying bootstrapping; 20 subjects per group were randomly selected, static FNC analysis was done and this was repeated for 1,000 times. The percentages of the occurrences for which there was a significant group difference (P < 0.01) were calculated and they are all practically 100% for all the pairs.
After the dynamic correlation coefficients were computed for each IC pair, the group average was calculated for all the pairs. Correlation of dynamic correlation coefficient values with the task-load function (i.e. the R 2 values of the fitting), averaged for each group, are presented in Table 1 (for 8 pairs that show significance in group difference). Temporal evolution of group-averaged correlation coefficients between selected IC pairs for patients (green) and controls (blue) is shown in Fig. 11a . The task-load function (in red) is also presented for reference. The first five of these pairs in this figure (M-F pair, RLFP-mT pair, OF-pDM pair, pDM-P pair and mT-F pair) were selected based on the criteria of whether they showed a significant group difference in task-modulation. For these pairs, the P-values of group differences for 2-sample t-test were all less than 0.025. As can be seen from Table 1 , RLFP network-medial temporal network connectivity and medial temporal network-frontal network connectivity exhibited a significantly higher task modulation in the HC group than in the SP group. Motor network-frontal network connectivity, orbitofrontal network-posterior default mode network connectivity and posterior default mode networkparietal network connectivity exhibited a significantly higher task-modulation in the SP group. Two other pairs, the mV-LLFP pair and OF-mT pair, also showed nearly significant (P < 0.067) group difference in task-modulation and their R 2 value of regression of dynamic average correlation coefficients with the task load function for all component pairs, for the two groups and P value of the group difference. The component pairs marked with '*' show significant group difference, hence show significant group difference (P < 0.05) in specified task modulation of the functional connectivity between the specified component pair. None of them are significant when the Bonferroni correction is applied (P < 0.002). When a false discovery rate of P < 0.05 was applied, the cut-off value in the original P values was 0.0223. Bootstrapping results, in terms of percentage of the subgroups that provide P < 0.05 are also provided. Subgroups consisted of 20 subjects randomly chosen out of 28 subjects per each group and 1,000 random repetitions * Statistically significant (P < 0.05) Fig. 11 Dynamic FNC analysis results. a Temporal evolution of average correlation coefficient for the two groups (blue: HC group average, green: SP group average), for selected pairs. Temporal evolution of taskload (red) is also presented for comparison. b Corresponding dynamic P-values of group significance of the dynamic correlation for these pairs connectivities were higher in the HC group. The last pair of interest, the RLFP-LLFP pair, was selected to study lateral connectivity by using the symmetrically lateral left and right LFP networks that appeared as ICs. There was not any significant HC versus SP group difference (P = 0.48) in the RLFP-LLFP connectivity in terms of task-modulation. The pairs of networks that exhibited significant group difference in Table 1 also exhibited significance of group difference when the false discovery rate correction with P < 0.05 was applied. This rate corresponded to a cutoff rate of P < 0.0223 in the original P-values. None of these pairs exhibited significance of group difference when the Bonferroni correction was applied (P < 0.002). Bootstrapping results for these pairs of networks reveal that the group differences (P < 0.05) in task modulation of their connections were confirmed 55-70% of the time when different subgroups were selected (20 random subjects per subgroup, 1,000 repetitions). It is interesting to note that the Fig. 12 Group difference of HC-SP time-frequency plot of the average group correlations for the selected component pairs pairs for which the SP group had more task-modulation (M-F, OF-pDM, pDM-P connections) had higher percentages of confirmation (70, 64, 70%, respectively) than the pairs for which the HC had more task-modulation (RLFPmT, mT-F, both 55%).
The plots in Fig. 11b present the corresponding dynamic P-values of significance tests in HC-SP group difference in connectivity (which should not be confused with the group difference in task-modulation of connectivity), for the same eight selected pairs of interest. From these plots, it can be seen that the P-values (and hence does the group difference) fluctuate. One observation that can be made from this figure is that the OF-pDM connectivity provides the highest level group difference as the P-values of group difference for this connectivity, except the first quarter of the experiment, are the lowest and P < 0.05 for more than 50% of the time (windows).
The HC-SP group difference in average time-frequency representation of the dynamic correlation coefficients for the selected pairs are presented in Fig. 12 .
The x-axis of the plots in Fig. 12 represents the window number, while the y-axis represents the frequency (between frequencies 0 and 0.1 Hz). The red contours delineate the time-frequency surfaces where the HC group's timefrequency representation of connectivity are significantly greater than those of the SP group (P < 0.05), and the blue contours represent the time-frequency areas where the opposite is true. It can be observed that, for these pairs, the sizes of red-contoured areas are significantly greater than the sizes of the blue-contoured areas (about 37 times more, on average, P < 0.01), i.e., the HC group had larger time-frequency areas that are significantly higher (P < 0.01) for the pairs of interest. This means that the HC group has more overall connectivity within the 0-0.1 Hz frequency band, among these pairs of interest. However, for orbito-frontal and posterior default mode connectivity, the sizes of red-contoured areas are only slightly significantly greater than the sizes of the blue-contoured areas (only 1.8 times more, P < 0.05), and both areas are smaller when compared with the rest of the selected pairs.
Discussion
The static and dynamic FNC analyses each revealed answers to different but complementary questions about group differences in brain activity. Static FNC analysis revealed "which connections show significant group differences?" and dynamic FNC analysis revealed "which connections' task-modulations show significant group difference?" The static FNC results revealed that connectivities involving mV-F, mT-mV, P-mT, P-mV and mT-aT were higher in HC whereas only the RLFP-OF connection was significantly greater in SP. The dynamic FNC revealed that other sets of connections, M-F, RLFP-mT, OF-pDM, pDM-P, and mT-F, showed significant group differences in task modulation. It is interesting that no connections involving the default mode, pDM, showed significant group difference in static connectivity. However, the pDM's connectivity with two networks (OF and P) showed significant task modulation difference between the two groups. The dynamic FNC revealed DM-related group differences by enabling assessment of task-modulation.
The default mode, which should be expected to be anticorrelated with task-related networks and the network least functionally connected to the rest of the brain networks during an explicit task, exhibited more connectivity, or more similar temporal behavior, to the orbito-frontal network in HC during the auditory oddball task. Dynamic FNC analysis revealed that this difference was not significant (average dynamic P-value ∼ 0.07). This was also the case using static FNC analysis (group difference of static connectivity, P > 0.05, with connectivity in HC being greater). This suggests that the default mode is functionally less segregated than the rest of the networks which are involved in motor and cognitive functions in schizophrenia patients, when the subject is engaged with task that involves motor and cognitive functions. However, it should be noted that the difference is not significant. This difference could be due to motor and/or cognitive deficits in schizophrenia.
The medial temporal network, which is expected to be highly active during auditory tasks, showed more connectivity to other functional networks, including parietal and right lateral fronto-parietal networks in the HC group during the task. This means that these networks might be 'communicating', 'functionally connecting' or 'integrating' better in healthy controls while performing the task. It seems consistent that the degree of communication between these regions which are responsible for cognitive and audiosensory functions, is greater in healthy controls, consistent with hypotheses that schizophrenia disrupts cognitive and sensory functions [33, 34, 42, 43] .
The dynamic connectivity of orbitofrontal-posterior default mode networks shows a large group difference for most of the experiment duration. This pair also exhibited a significant group difference in task-modulation of its dynamic connectivity. Provided that this is evaluated in greater subject populations, the dynamic connectivity of orbitofrontalposterior default mode can potentially be used as a feature in diagnostic classification algorithms for schizophrenia. In general, classification of groups based on dynamic functional connectivity analysis of certain networks is the subject of further future research and is part of our ongoing research [49] .
The bootstrap results revealed that the dynamic FNC results, i.e., the group differences in task-modulation of selected networks, were verifiable in most of the subgroups, but not robust. The static FNC results were robust when bootstrapping was applied. The robustness in static FNC is because more temporal data points are used in its calculation when compared with the dynamic FNC.
It was observed in time-frequency analysis for the component pairs of interest that the HC group had significantly more overall connectivity within the 0-0.1 Hz frequency band. Interestingly, this result was less pronounced for orbitofrontal and posterior default mode connectivity. This means that time-frequency representation of the connectivity of this pair does not seem to be very significantly different for the SP and HC groups. While this might not be expected, given that we observed a group difference in orbito-frontal and posterior default mode connectivity (Fig. 11b ) and significant difference in task-modulation of its connectivity (Fig. 11a) , the high variance of the time-frequency representation within the groups for this pair contributes to this result.
Based on simulation and application results, it is clear that the dynamic FNC approach provides more insights than the static FNC analysis. Dynamic FNC enables an assessment of the task-modulation of the connections between networks. The hypothesis that "functional connectivity among the different brain networks is dynamic" can be assessed and tested by dynamic analysis, as done in this work. The static FNC provides us with overall connectivity during the course of experiment. If functional connectivity is assumed and modeled as static during the course of fMRI experiments, that is, if the dynamics of the connections are not modeled and assessed, mistaken conclusions can be drawn from studies that have different underlying dynamics but the same average effect over time [55] .
The simulations performed in this work showed that the lowest frequency content of the signal dictates the minimum window size. If one sets a window size smaller than the period of the lowest valuable frequency component of the signal, then the effect of that component is lost. In our work we used more than the required minimum window size. For different data sets, there might be different factors forcing the window size, depending on the sample size, data quality, filtering, etc. If the frequency content of the signal changes during the course of the experiment, and if it can be detected by an adaptive algorithm, an adaptive scheme could also be developed to adjust the window size accordingly. This would be important in scenarios where the dynamic FNC analysis is in real-or near-real time.
Although the FNC analysis was performed in a dynamic fashion, the sICA components, or networks, were spatially fixed and they were estimated from the whole fMRI data set. As we noted previously, the sICA components can be estimated dynamically [26] by using windowed fMRI data, and the dynamic FNC analysis can be done concurrently just after the dynamic sICA estimation at every window step. Also, the networks, and the functional connectivity of these networks can be estimated and updated in an incremental manner (as in Kalman Filtering), where previously estimated networks based on previous window steps could be provided as an input, or prior, to the ICA and FNC algorithms in the subsequent windows steps. If the computational complexity of this scheme can be overcome, this fully dynamic scheme would enable real-time or near real-time dynamic incremental FNC analysis based on real-time dynamic incremental ICA.
In this work, correlation coefficients were used as a measure of connectivity. We did not perform a Fisher Transform before testing for statistical significance, however the timecourses were normalized to have (approximately) same standard deviation. Almost all of the correlation values in our study were less than 0.5, and for correlation values less than 0.5 the Fisher transform has little effect on the significance of the results.
The dynamic FNC analysis method introduced in this work and other previous works which study the dynamics of FNC suggest that the functional network connectivity of the brain is likely dynamic (i.e., involves temporally changing characteristics). The advantages of the method developed here, when compared to other methods such as Bayesian methods [21] , dynamic causal modeling (DCM) [20, 56] or structural equation modeling (SEM) [18] is that these methods are model-based and they are limited by the complexity and the underlying assumptions of their models. These models all assume that certain interaction parameters describe the relation among voxels or segregated, clustered, functional networks, and they try to estimate these parameters. The ICAbased dynamic FNC method does not have any underlying assumptions other then Gaussianity and linear mixing as explained in the introduction section of this paper.
Conclusions
We performed a dynamic functional network connectivity analysis of spatially independent networks in healthy controls and schizophrenia patients during an auditory oddball task and compared the two groups. Based on spatial ICA and dynamic (time-windowed) FNC analysis, we developed a method for assessing task-modulation of functional network connectivity. The task-modulation of dynamic FNC provided findings and group differences in the two groups that are consistent with the existing hypothesis that schizophrenia patients show less segregated motor, sensory, cognitive functions and less segregated default mode network activity when engaged with a task. These findings corroborate and extend the previous findings related to the abnormalities seen in schizophrenia in sensory, motor and cognitive functions and their integration. Future work involves fully dynamic and concurrent estimation of networks and their functional connectivity.
